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Making a Photo Mural is easy if using a Photoshop program.
But if you do not have that program you can use any graphics program. The key is to size the
image to the exact size the final mural will be and then cut out the exact size of each tile
individually. (do not factor in grout lines just the actual size of the top surface of the tile) You
could even enlarge mural to size and then print different sections of the image and cut out tile
sections by making a cardboard template the size of tile.
Best type of image file for photo murals is a PDF…since PDF files stay the same size when
moving from one page to another. To save a jpeg to a pdf… Click File…Format and scroll down to
PDF and click …save You also will do best with a high quality image to start. At least 300dpi is
best.
Fired-On Images Transfer Paper works great on pre-glazed store bought tiles and if you are
using a photo you’ll get the best contrast using white tiles. Lowe’s has White wall tiles that are
nice to work with and fire perfectly at a cone 06 decal fire. Commercial floor tiles also work
(most floor tiles need approx cone 04-02 decal fire)
Fired-On Images Transfers all fire to a lovely sepia color. If you would like to add your own color
you have several options. After firing you can use china paint or over glazes to color over already
fired tile images. If you want to add color while glazing your own * low fire bisque tiles you can
paint 2 coats of a white opaque glaze then trace each tile image onto the tile using **Clay
Carbon paper. Then color in the lines using any colored low fire glazes. Fire to recommended
cone temp for glaze. Then apply images as directed and line up with the colored areas. Then fire
again to approx cone 08 (most white or colored cone 06 glazes work well with a cone 08 decal
fire) 99% of clear glazes need a much lower decal fire around cone 014. * Higher fired bisque
tiles will shrink during glaze firing making it trickier to size the decal correctly.
Fired-On Images MS Multi Surface paper comes with glaze chart with specific firing instructions.
**Clay Carbon is carbonless paper like what they use for receipts these days. You can buy at
Clay supply stores or at stationery stores like Staples. (at Staples it is called “carbonless copy
paper”)

Size the Photo to the exact size of the finished tile mural… in this example its 12x18
Click… Image… Resize… Image size…12x18

Making Guide Lines:
Guide lines are impermanent guide lines that help you to see where the cut lines
will be : Click… View… NEW GUIDE

Adding guide lines: Click View…New Guide… then
one at a time click … Vertical 0, then again New Guide… Vertical 6, then 12
then 18. Click New Guide…Horizontal 0, 6 and 12 in succession
If you are not happy with the layout You can Click Image…Transform..and
play with the layout

To cut out the exact tile size: In Mode box (3rd line from top) click fixed size and then
place your tile Size… this one is width 6in height 6in

To select a tile size square to cut and copy onto a separate page for
printing…Click in in tools bar then place + curser in upper left corner of a
blue square then click. A dotted line should appear in perfect alignment
with guide line.

Click Edit …Cut

Then click FILE… NEW….Image From Clipboard

You can print now from this screen or if using a smaller image that will fit more than
One image per 8.5”x11” page…. you can click IMAGE…Resize…Canvas….8”x10.5
And then add more images by clicking the next image (on whole mural page) then
Edit…Cut go to the previous screen and click… Edit… Paste. With files you can hit arrow
in upper corner of tools and move images around the page.

Follow the instructions that come with the paper for applying and
firing decals (cone 06 works well with Lowe’s White wall Tile
And floor tile works at cone 04-02. You may want to do a test fire to
check if the firing temp is correct. If the image wipes off.. You have
fired too low.. If it fades then fire is too hot.
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